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2x FREE Gifts inside (Worth $20) New and Improved 2nd Edition50+ 5 Star Reviews can't be

wrong!* * * LIMITED TIME OFFER! ONLY Half Price!!! (Price will go back up!) * * *This book has

been designed to walk you through the hobby of photography and how to deal with your

newly-purchased DSLR camera. In order to take great pictures, you will need a great understanding

about how your equipment works.Creating Amazing Images Was Once Only For Professionals But

With This Book - Even YOU Will Be Able To Astonish Your Friends And Family On The Quality of

YOUR Photography!Just A Couple Of Things That You Will Learn...Understanding what ISO is and

how to best use itDifferent Aperture values to create a more stunning imageUtilizing specific Shutter

speeds to alter the amount of light in your picturePLUS Much More!!!Apart from that, this book will

also show you some of the secrets used by the most successful photographers for whom taking

breath-taking shots is as easy as breathing. Combine well-grounded knowledge of DSLR

technology and expert tips from the best in the industry and you will end up with album upon album

of memorable pictures that will make your proud.Are YOU Ready To Become A Better

Photographer?* * * DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAY! * * *
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I've been thinking of upgrading to a DSLR camera but I had no idea what features to look for or

even how to use one if and when I did buy it. And then I saw this book. Author Dwayne Brown

explains all about DSLR photography in simple to follow fashion. This book is perfect for a beginner

like me but I can see how even someone who has been using a DSLR for a while could get a lot

from it too. Not only does Mr. Brown go into the features of a DSLR camera, he also gives some

great advice on setting up your shots. Highly recommended!

I was glad to have picked up this book as I haven't taken pictures in awhile, but years ago I was

using DSLR cameras all the time. This book was a good refresher even for someone like me who

has already taken many photos, even professionally at a time. Photos in every chapter (which you'd

be surprised how many photography books lack in photos), and this book reminded me of some

important tools and effects you can achieve simply with the use of settings in your camera. Love it,

thanks for the good read!

I didn't find this book (I got it on Kindle) to be very well written or organized at all. I was able to pick

a couple tips out of it but I had to wade through a lot of fluff in order to get it. I wouldn't have minded

the fluff if it was all in one place but it was spread through out. I was looking for a good combination

of details about the relationship between the complexities of a camera and specific examples and I

didn't find that here. I ended up getting this instead and liked it a lot better:Â The Beginner's

Photography GuideSave your time and money and keep looking.

This is an excellent book for a beginning DSLR photographer. Even the more knowledgeable digital

camera enthusiast will most certainly find tips that will enhance their own photos. Both my husband

and I have perused the book and found helpful pointers such as what accessories are needed for

the type of photography we each want to do! The author, Dwayne Brown, shows that having a

camera does not make one a photographer, knowledge and practice does. He has a great deal to

share with his readers right down to how to hold the camera if you do not have a steady hand. The

section on the use of the symbols on the camera dial are a good refresher for me personally. There

are so many possibilities with a nice digital camera and Mr. Brown points them out with his simple



photography tips. He also gives valuable info on care, cleaning and use of the camera. Eight

chapters cover the topics, What Did I Just Buy, What Kind of Photographer Are You?, Steady as

She Goes, and more, with the important, DSLR Maintenance in chapter 8. Disclaimer: I got this

product at a reduced price or for free in return for my own opinion on the material in the book. It is

my opinion alone.

The step-by-step information was real easy to understand.There were so many beneficial topics

here, like light issues (dealing with the sun and flash), camera maintenance, F stops, zooming etc.

There was even a really small chapter on photos hoping, but IÃ¢Â€Â™ve got another in-detail book

on Photoshop software. Plus there was a great bonus chapter on making portraits! The help on

hand positions were vital, like the knee tripod, bazooka hold, using a prop etc.Before downloading

this I just checked out the rating of some other books and compared to them this one really stood

out. And I am glad I was not disappointed. I particularly liked the extra photos given at the end of the

book. They were great examples, though if those images went along with the explanations about

those particular types, i.e. landscapes, portraits, black or white etc. it would have been more

suitable in my opinion.

Anyone can have a Dlsr and take a photograph. That sound's simple, yet not everyone knows

everything about their cams. I am much the same as them, i love taking photographs and keeping

them. I am likewise exceptionally intrigued on the privileged insights utilized by the best

photographic artists. I would like my own particular shots to be impeccable and astounding. This

book is made for me, it concentrates on the most proficient method to manage my recently obtained

DSLR cam. We all realize that so as to take awesome pictures, we will require an incredible seeing

about how our gear functions. This book taught me what ISO is and how to best utilize it.It likewise

disclosed approaches to using particular shade rates to adjust the measure of light in my portrait.

Pleasantly done Mr. Brown!

This book will guide me to make the best use of your DSLR camera. To create great pictures, you

will need a greater understanding about how your equipment works. This book containing in proven

steps and strategies on how to take visually stunning pictures using a DSLR camera. I think, being

helped with this guide along with your DSLR photography you can turn your mediocre skill into a

real skill that people will admire. Moreover, this book will make the gift complete and will be able to

guide them without all the technicalities that actually put the layman off learning the ins-and-outs of



photography.

I just finished reading this book. And this one of my best purchases. Photography is one of my

hobbies and this book has everything that you need to help you get the best out of your camera.

The author, Dwayne Brown, shows that having a camera does not make one a photographer,

knowledge and practice does. He has a great deal to share with his readers right down to how to

hold the camera. Overall, this was a great guide and I learned a ton about photography and I'm

inspired and excited to learn even more, and its easy to fallow the tips. I highly recommend this

great book.
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